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(Ease

square) values of the Fourier series terms describing the
periodic function. (lA/SPC) 9364987“!

harmonic conjugate See: Hilbert transform.
harmonic content (1) (converter characteristics) (self-com-

ma ated converters) The function obtained by subtracting
the dc (direct current) and fundamental components from a
nonsinusoidal periodic function. (IA/SPC) 936-1987w
(2) nonsinusoidai periodic wave) The deviation from the
sinusoidal form, expressed in terms of the order and magni—
tude of the Fourier series terms describing the wave See also:
rectification; power rectifier. (IA/SPC) [62]
(3,) Distortion of a sinusoidal waveform characterized by in-
dication of the magnitude and order of the Fourier series terms
describing the wave. Note: For power lines, the harmonic
con ent is small and of little concern for the purpose of field
true-amirementst except at points near large industrial loads
(saturated power transformers, rectifiers, aluminum and chlo—
rine plants, etc.) where certain harmonics may reach 10% of
he inc voltage. Laboratory installations also may have volt—

age or current sources with significant harmonic content.
(T&D/PE.) 644-1994, 539-1990

4) A measure of the presence of harmonics in a voltage or
current wave form expressed as a percentage of the amplitude
of the fundamental frequency at each harmonic frequency.
The total harmonic content is expressed as the square root of
he sum of the squares of each of the harmonic amplitudes
expressed as a percentage of the fundamental).

(lA/PSE) 446—1995

harmonic conversion transducer (frequency multiplier, fre-
quency divider) A conversion transducer in which the outw
rut—signal frequency is a multiple or submultiple of the input
“requency. Notes: 1. In general, the output—signal amplitude
is a nonlinear function of the input«signal amplitude. 2. Either
a frequency multiplier or a frequency divider is a special case
of harmonic conversion transducer. See also: transducer; het-
erodyne conversion transducer. ( 4D) 161—1971w

harmonic distortion (1) (data transmission) Nonlinear distor—
ion of a system or transducer characterized by the appearance

in the output of harmonics other than the fundamental COI‘J-
ponent when the input wave is siriusoida .Note: Subharmonic
distortion may also occur. (PE) 599-1985w
2) (broadband local area networks) A forth of interference

caused by the generation of signals according to the relation—
ship N , where N is an integer greater tian one and f is the
original signal’s frequency. (LM/C) 802.7-19891"
3) For a pure sine wave input, output components at fre-

quencies that are an integer multiple of tie applied sine wave
requency. (IM/WM&A} 1057~l994w
4) Nonlinear distortion that appears as harmonics of a single—
rcquency input. PE/IC) MAB-1994}:
5) The mathematical representation of he distortion of the
"lure sine waveform. See also: distortion factor.

(AIPSE) MOO-1999
harmonic factor The ratio of the root-sum~square (rss) value

of all the harmonics to the root—nieanvsc uare (rms) value of
he fundamental.
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(IA/'SPT.) 519-1992

harmonic leakage power (TR and pre-TR uhes) The total
radio‘frequency power transmitted through he fired tube in
its mount at frdducncics other than the fundamental frequen
cies generated by the transmitzer. (ID) 161-197lw

harmonic, noncharacteristic See: noncharacteristic harmonic.
harmonic—restraint relay A restraint relay so consmicted that

its operation is restrained by harmonic components of one or
more separate input quantities, » (SWGIPE) (337100-1992

harmonics See: harmonic components.

harmonic factor (for voltage) =

harmonic factor (for current) =

1 
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harmonic conjugate 50:3 hashing

harmonic series A series in which each component has a {re
quency that is an integral multiple ol‘ a fundamental fre-
quency. (SP) [32]

harmonic telephone ringer A telephone ringer that responds
only to alternating current within a very narrow frequency
band. Note: A number of such ringers, each responding to a
different frequency, are used in one type of selective ringing.
See also: telephone station. (CZECJPE) [119)

harmonic test (rotating machinery) A test to determine die
rcctly the value of one or more harmonics o ' the waveform
of a quantity associated with a machine, rela ive to the fun—
damental of that quantity. See also; asynchronous machine.

(PE) [9]
harmonization The process of ensuring that 3rofiles do not

overlap or conflict. (C/PA) 142524996
harness A component with a design of straps that is fastened

about the worker in a manner so as to contain the torso and
distribute the fall arrest forces over at least the upper thighs,
pelvis, chest, and shoulders with means for attaching it to
other components and subsystems.

(NESClT&DfPE) (324997, 1307-1996
harsh environment (nuclear power generating station) An

environment expected as a result of the postulated service
conditions appropriate for the design basis and post~design
basis accidents of the station. (A desggn basis accident is that
subset of a design basis event which requires safety luncfion
performance). Harsh environments are the result of a loss of
cooling accident (LOCAL/high energy line break (HELB) in—
side containment and post—LOCA or HELB outside contain—
ment. (PE/N?) 3213-1974::

liarlley A unit of iitfoiiitatioi: content, equal to one decadal
decision, or ihc designation of one often possible and equally
likely values or states of anything used to store or convey
information. Notes: 1. A liartley may be conveyed by one
dccadal code element. One hartley equals (log of 10 to base
2) times one hits. 2. If, in the definition of information con-
tent, the logarithm is taken to the base ten, the result will be
expressed in hartleys. Synonym: dit. See also: hit.

(YT/PE) [1231,599~1985W
Hartley oscillator Art electron tube or solid state circuit in

which the parallel—tuned tank circuit is connected between
grid and plate, the inductive element of the tank having an
intermediate tap at cathode potential. and the necessary feed—
back voltage obtained across the grid-cathode portion of the
inductor. See also: radio-frequency generator,

(IA) 54—1955“!
Harvard class architecture A computer architecture with sep

arate paths to main storage for instructions and data, allowing
for a high memory bandwidth. Contrast: Von Neumann ar—
chitecture. (C) 610.lC-l994w

hash To calculate the hash value for a given item. See also:
hashing. (C) 610.5—1990w

hash address See: hash value.

hash addressing See: hashing.
hash clash See: collision.

hash coding See: hashing.
hash function In hashing, the function used to determine the

position of a given item in a set of items. Note: The function
operates on a selected field, called a key, in each item and the
function is generally a manyflto—one mapping. Synonyms: key
transformation function; calc algorithm. See also: key folding
function; division transformation function; algebraic coding
function; key transformation; midwsquare function; radix
transformation function; multiplication transformation func-
tion; digit transformation function. (C) 610.5—1990w

hash index See: hash value.

hashing A technique for arranging a set of items, in which a
hash function is applied to the key of each item to determine
its hash value. The hash value identifies each item‘s primary
position in a hash table, and if this position is already occu-
pied, the item is inserted either in an overflow table or in
another available position in the table. Synonyms: scatter stor-
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